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Introduction
Context-aware computing1 is a mobile computing paradigm in which applications can discover
and take advantage of contextual information such as user location, time of day, neighbouring
users and devices, and user activity. Many researchers have studied this phenomenon and built
diverse context-aware applications.2 Chen and Kotz1 examined context-aware systems and
applications, types of context used and models of context information, systems that support
collecting and disseminating context and applications that adapt to changing context.
Users of computing devices today are faced with diverse devices (mobile or fixed) featuring diverse
interfaces and used in diverse environments. This is a step towards realisation of a ubiquitous
computing paradigm, or the ‘third wave of computing’, where specialised devices outnumber
users.3 However, many important pieces necessary to achieve this ubiquitous computing vision
are not yet in place.
Most notably, interaction paradigms with today’s devices fail to account for major differences
between the static desktop and mobile interaction models. Computing devices are now often used
in changing environments, yet do not adapt to those changes very well. Although moving away
from the desktop model brings a variety of new situations in which an application may be used,
computing devices are seldom aware of their surrounding environments. It has been suggested
that enabling devices and applications to automatically adapt to changes in surrounding physical
and operational environments can lead to enhancement of user experience. Thus information
in the physical and operational environments of mobile devices creates a context for interaction
between users and devices.
Dey4 defines context as any information characterising a situation related to the interaction
between users, applications and the surrounding environment. Growing research activity within
the realm of ubiquitous computing deals with the challenges of context awareness.2 Although
the notion of context can entail very subtle and high-level interpretations of a situation, much of
the effort within the ubiquitous computing community takes a bottom-up approach to context.
The focus is mainly on understanding and handling context that can be sensed automatically
in the physical environment and treated as implicit input to positively affect behaviour of an
application.
A different view was introduced by Dey,4 who proposed use of conceptual models and tools
to support rapid development of context-aware applications that could better inform empirical
investigation of interaction design and social implications of context-aware computing. This work
attempted to enable a new phase of context-aware application development with the intention
of helping applications developers understand what context is and what it can be used for, and
to provide concepts and practical support for software design and construction of context-aware
applications.
Different perspectives on how mobile applications can take advantage of context have been
advanced.5 Thus applications can automatically adapt their behaviour according to discovered
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context (active context), or present the context to the user on
the fly and/or store it for the user to retrieve later (passive
context). This has led to context-aware computing, defined
in two ways: firstly, active context awareness automatically
adapts to discovered context by changing the application’s
behaviour; and secondly, passive context awareness presents
the new or updated context to an interested user or makes
the context persist for the user to retrieve later.
Active context-aware computing leads to new applications,
especially in mobile computing, and requires more
infrastructure support to help eliminate unnecessary user
cooperation and make the technology as ‘calm’ as possible.1
Illustrating this concept, Schmidt6 provides an example of
designing a user interface for a wristwatch. The watch is
used both indoors and outdoors, in the dark as well as in
sunlight, when running to catch a bus or when attending
a boring lecture. A good user interface designer will create
varied user interfaces for each situation. The context-aware
computing approach enables one to create a context-aware
watch, where all situation-optimised designs are combined in
a single design. The watch is designed so that it can recognise
each of the situations, and then reconfigure itself based on
the recognised context. Figure 1 shows a design sketch for a
context-aware watch.

Understanding context
A number of studies have investigated the concept of context.
Schilit and Theimer7 refer to context as comprising location,
identities of neighbouring users and objects and changes
to those objects. Brown, Bovey and Chen8 define context
as location, identities of neighbouring users, time, and
environment characteristics such as season and temperature.
Ryan, Pascoe and Morse9 define context as the user’s location,
environment, identity, and the time. Dey10 states that context
is the user’s emotional state, focus of attention, location and
orientation, date and time, objects and people in the user’s

a
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environment. All of these definitions characterise context by
examples, and as such their application is difficult.
Schilit, Adams and Want11 argue that the only important
aspects of context are user location, the user’s neighbour, and
resources near the user. Furthermore, they define context to
be subject to the constantly changing execution environment.
The environment is thus three-fold:
• computing environment, such as available processors,
devices accessible for user input and output, network
capacity, connectivity, and cost of computing;
• user environment, such as location, collection of nearby
people, and social context;
• physical environment, such as temperature, lighting and
noise levels.
Context-aware applications based on these environments are
discussed later.

Context information acquisition
The goal of context information acquisition should be to
determine what a user is trying to accomplish. Because the
user’s objective is difficult to determine directly, context
cues are used to help infer this information and inform
an application on how best to support the user. Context
awareness represents a generalised model of input (both
implicit and explicit), allowing almost any application to be
considered more or less context aware insofar as it reacts to
input and the environment.
However, there is divergent opinion as to whether context
should only comprise automatically acquired information
or also include manually acquired information. In an ideal
setting context would be obtained automatically and there
would be no need for manual acquisition. However, in
the real world not all context information can be sensed
automatically and applications must rely on the user to
provide it manually.

b

c

FIGURE 1: Design sketches that illustrate time visualisations in different contexts. (a) For users running to catch a bus, making it easy to see the minutes in large fonts. (b)
For boring lectures and meetings, showing a countdown to the end, with some information to engage the user. (c) Visualisation giving only a very coarse idea of the time,
similar to information you get from the sun, to use for example when hanging out with friends – when time does not matter.
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Dey4 observed that designers lack conceptual tools and
methods to account for the nature of context and context
awareness. As a result the choice of context information used
in applications is very often driven by context-acquisition
mechanisms available, typically hardware and software
sensors. This entails a number of challenges: the choice of
sensors may not be most appropriate or optimal; thus any
shortcomings of sensors may be propagated up to application
level and hinder flexibility of the interaction and further
evolution of the application.
Context-aware applications are often distributed because
they acquire context information from a number of different
sources.10 As much as the models for application distribution
are well known, they are not always appropriate for
distributed context information acquisition. Indeed, context
awareness is most relevant when the environment is highly
dynamic, such as when the user is mobile.
Thus context-aware applications can be implemented on
very diverse kinds of computing platforms, ranging from
handheld devices to wearable computers to custom-built
embedded systems.12 As a result context-aware applications
require lightweight, portable and interoperable systems that
can be implemented across a wide range of platforms.
Some of the approaches for acquiring context information are
outlined below.

Direct sensing
This is often used in applications with in-built local sensors.
The client software gathers the desired information directly
from these sensors, without an additional layer for gaining
and processing data. Drivers for the sensors are hardwired
into the application.1

Context server
Multiple clients are permitted access to remote data sources.
This is a distributed approach that extends the middlewarebased architecture by introducing an access management
component with sensor data gathering function moved
to the so-called context server to facilitate concurrent
multiple access. Winograd13 describes three different context
management models for coordinating multiple processes and
components: widgets, networked services and blackboard
models.

Classification of context
Dey14 defined context as ‘Any information that can be used
to characterise the situation of entities (i.e. whether a person,
place or object) that are considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and the
application themselves.’ Using Dey’s14 definition, Chihani
and collleagues15 observed that context information may be
classified according to the described entity.
The context of users may be a combination of various entities
such as their identity, activity, location and mood; their social
http://www.ijmla.net
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context may be the nature of their relationship with other
persons (e.g. family member, colleague, friend); and their
physical context might include (for instance) the lighting
level of the location where they are. The context of a network
may be its quality of service parameters, like round-trip time,
and the context of a device may be its capabilities, display
features or battery level.15
Dey4 introduced a simple classification of context information
based on the entities for which context is assessed, such those
including places, people and objects, with four essential
characteristics of context information: identity, location,
status (or activity) and time. Identity refers to the ability to
assign a unique identifier to an entity. Location is expanded
to include orientation and elevation, as well as all information
that can be used to deduce spatial relationships between
entities, such as co-location, proximity, or containment.
Status (or activity) identifies intrinsic characteristics of the
entity that can be sensed. Time helps characterise a situation,
enabling us to leverage the richness and value of historical
information.

Application of context
Nowadays ubiquity is fully embedded, with smart devices
integrating intelligence for processing various kinds of data.
In such an environment the interaction and management of
the various devices that a user may hold is a tough task.14
Context-aware systems are an emerging solution; they can
be in charge of supervising the way users interact with the
ubiquitous environment for automating users’ repetitive
actions. For example, a context-aware system can detect that
a user never responds to phone calls whilst driving, and thus
propose automatically to transfer all incoming calls to the
user’s voicemail when they are driving.
Dey4 propose three basic functions that should be
implemented by any context-aware application: presentation
of information and services, automatic execution of
services and storage (and retrieval) of context information.
Presentation of information and services refers to functions
that either present context information to the user, or use
context to propose appropriate selections of actions to
the user. Examples here are showing a user their location
on a map and possibly indicating nearby sites of interest,
presenting a choice of services close by;11 sensing and
presenting input/output information for a group of users;16
and providing remote awareness of others.17
The second function, automatic execution of services,
describes functions that trigger a command or reconfigure
the system on behalf of the user according to context
changes. Examples include a system where a user’s desktop
environment follows them as they move from workstation to
workstation; car navigation systems that recompute driving
directions when the user misses a turn; and a camera that
captures an image when the user is startled as sensed by
biometric sensors.
doi:10.4102/ijmla.v2i1.5
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In the third type of function, storage and retrieval of context
information, applications tag captured data with relevant
context information. For example, a zoology application
may tag notes taken by the user with the location and time
of a species observation; and a meeting capture system may
provide an interface to access meeting notes based on who
was there, when the meeting occurred and where it was
located.4

Logic-based models

Design principles

Ontology-based models

In this section we describe basic design principles of
context-aware applications and depict different models
for representing, storing and communicating contextual
information. Context-aware systems can be implemented
in many ways. The typical approach considers a number
of special requirements and conditions, such as location of
sensors (local or remote), number of possible users, available
resources (such as high-end personal computers or small
mobile devices), and extensibility of the system.

Context-awareness models
A context-awareness model is needed to define and store
context information in a machine- readable form. Strang and
Linnhoff-Popien18 summarised the most relevant contextmodelling approaches based on data structures used for
representing and exchanging contextual information in their
respective systems. These are highlighted below.

Key-value models
These represent the simplest data structure for context
modelling. They are frequently used in various service
frameworks, where key-value pairs are used to describe the
capabilities of a service. Service discovery is then applied
with matching algorithms which use these key-value pairs.

Mark-up models
These use a hierarchical data structure comprising mark-up
tags, attributes and content to create profiles which represent
a typical mark-up scheme model.

Graphical models
A number of approaches have been proposed where
contextual aspects are modelled using Unified Modelling
Language.19

These models have a high degree of formality, and typically
facts, expressions and rules are used to define a context model.
A logic-based system is used to manage the aforementioned
terms and allows addition, updating or removal of new facts.
The inference (also called reasoning) process is used to derive
new facts based on existing rules in the systems. Contextual
information is then represented in a formal way as facts.21

Ontology represents a description of concepts and their
relationships. These models are very promising for
modelling contextual information due to their high and
formal expressiveness and possibilities for applying ontology
reasoning techniques.18

User-context perception model
This is a model created to help the designer understand the
challenge(s) faced in creating context-aware systems. As an
example, a car navigation system works very well if one is
in a new city; however, when using it around a familiar area
one may sometimes be surprised at the route it tries to direct
one to.
To explain this phenomenon with this model, we assume
the context-aware system (right side in Figure 2) is of equal
quality in both locations; this means that the difference must
be on the user’s side. The sensory perception (e.g. visual
matching of buildings and places you know, based on your
sight) is different in familiar and new places. In the new place
you lack reference points, and the memory and experience
parts in the model differ significantly. In the familiar
environment you will have expectations about which route
to take and which would be a good choice. In the unfamiliar
environment you lack experience and reference points, and
hence your expectation is simply that the system will guide
you to your destination. The result is that a navigation system
that successfully guides you to your destination with a nonoptimal route will satisfy your expectations in an unfamiliar
environment, but be frowned upon in a familiar environment.
In the familiar environment we have a substantial awareness
mismatch, whereas when navigating in new surroundings
we have minimal awareness mismatch.

Users expectations for
contextual system reaction

Awareness
mismatch

Context-aware
systems response and feedback

Object-oriented models
Modelling context using object-oriented techniques offers
the full power of object orientation (e.g. encapsulation,
reusability and inheritance). Existing approaches use various
objects to represent different context information (such
as temperature, location, etc.), and encapsulate details of
context processing and representation. Access to the context
and context-processing logic is provided by well-defined
interfaces like the hydrogen model.20
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FIGURE 2: The user context perception model.
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The quality of context-aware systems, as perceived by the
user, is directly related to the awareness mismatch, and
a good design aims at designing systems with minimal
awareness mismatch. A prerequisite for creating a minimal
awareness mismatch is that the user understands what
factors have an influence on the system. In the example of
a simplistic car navigation system, this factor is only current
location and nothing else. In such a case the user knows the
system’s reactions are based purely on current location and
destination, and the user may attribute the system’s response
to these factors.
In cases where further parameters play a role (e.g. a navigation
system that takes traffic into account) it may be more difficult
for the user to understand the causalities behind the system’s
behaviour. The navigation system may suggest different
routes in the morning and evening as the traffic situation is
not the same. If the user has no knowledge that the system
makes routing suggestions based on current location and
traffic situation, it is likely that he or she will have a hard time
understanding what the system does. As an important rule in
the design of context-aware systems, the user should be made
aware of the sensory information that the system uses.

Context-aware development
frameworks
Schilit22 presented system architecture to support contextaware mobile computing. The architecture was aimed at
supporting gathering of context information about devices
and users. Dey, Abowd and Wood4 identified important
features of context and context-awareness and some of the
difficulties in building context-aware applications. Three
main agent-based components were proposed: device agents
that maintain the status and capabilities of devices; user
agents that maintain user preferences; and active maps that
maintain location information of devices and users.
The proposed architecture did not support or provide
guidelines for acquisition of context. Instead device and
user agents were built on an individual basis, tailored to the
set of sensors that each used. This architecture also did not
support context interpretation or storage, leaving different
applications to implement these features differently.

CyberDesk
CyberDesk23 is a framework that was developed to
automatically integrate web-based services based on virtual
contexts. The virtual context represented information the user
was interacting with, such as email addresses, which could be
used to display a list of relevant web-based services. Whilst it
was limited in the type of context information it could handle,
CyberDesk23 contained many of the mechanisms necessary
for a general context-aware architecture. Applications
simply specified what context types they were interested
in, and were notified when those were available. The
modular architecture supported automatic interpretation of
individual and multiple pieces of context to produce new
http://www.ijmla.net
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sets of context. The architecture also supported abstraction
of context information and aggregation thereof. However,
it does not support multiple simultaneous applications,
querying or storage of context.

Context- and Location-aware Information
Service (CALAIS)
CALAIS24 is another architecture designed to support
context-aware applications, and was proposed to solve two
problems: the ad hoc nature of sensors and lack of a finegrained location information management system. An
abstraction was developed to hide the details of sensors from
context-aware applications. However, similar to Schilit’s11
architecture, there is very little support to aid developers in
adding new sensors. Also, the architecture does not support
storage or interpretation of context, leaving application
developers to provide their own individual mechanisms.
CALAIS supports use of distributed context sensing and
provides query and notification mechanisms. An interesting
feature is the use of composite events – being able to subscribe
to a combination of events. For example, an application can
request to be notified when event B occurs after event A
with no intervening events. This is a powerful mechanism
that makes acquisition and analysis of context easier for
application developers.

Context-aware learning spaces (CALS)
CALS25 is a framework in which context information
acquisition typically takes place in informal settings and
builds on the foundations of mobile learning. A typical CALS
comprises a number of mobile devices (clients), wireless
connectivity, a server, and a set of context-aware technologies.
Due to challenges in mobile learning such as not accounting
for the richness of the environment, context-aware learning
integrates the surrounding contextual resources into the
virtual learning framework. However, due to the sensitivity
of learning context the learner is encouraged to make
observations and interact with surrounding objects and
phenomena. The flexible nature of CALS allows for creation
of new types of applications with minimal development
efforts.

A sample layered framework
From the functional viewpoint context-aware systems
can be represented as a layered framework (Figure 3),
composed from bottom to top by sensors, raw data retrieval,
preprocessing, storage or management, and an application
layer. A context management system is responsible for
retrieving raw data from sensors, abstracting and combining
the sensed data into high-level context, and then making it
available for the context-aware applications.
The first layer (sensors) is a collection of sensors responsible
for raw data from the user environment (e.g. user device,
social network, or user access network). The second layer
(raw data retrieval) makes use of specific application
doi:10.4102/ijmla.v2i1.5
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programming interfaces or protocols to request data from
the sensor layer. These queries must as far as possible be
implemented in a generic way, making it possible to replace
sensors (e.g. replacing a radio-frequency identification
system with a geographical positioning system [GPS]).
The third layer (preprocessing) is responsible for reasoning
and interpreting contextual information. It transforms the
information returned by the underlying layer to a higher

Applications
CMS

Storage/management

Sensors

FIGURE 3: Layered framework for context-aware systems.

...

The fourth layer (storage and management) organises the
gathered data and makes them available to third parties’
applications in a synchronous or asynchronous way. In the
first mode the third-party applications use remote method
calls to poll the server for changes. In the second mode they
subscribe to specific events of interest and are notified when
the event occurs (e.g. by a call back).

Figure 4 below, adapted from Bardram and Hansen,26 shows
sample reference architecture for context-aware computing
systems. In the architecture sensors provide data about
activities and events in the real world; perception algorithms
make sense of these stimuli and classify the situations into
context. Based on the observed context, actions of the system
are triggered.

Raw data retrieval

Application 2

abstraction level (e.g. it transforms a GPS position to one
such as at home or at work). Not only sensed or deduced
data have to be modelled, but also data describing them (e.g.
accuracy and recall, or lifecycle information).

The fifth layer (application) is where the reactions to context
changes are implemented (e.g. displaying text in a higher
colour contrast if illumination is bad).

Preprocessing

Application 1
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Application n

Context-aware applications
In this section we describe different context-aware systems.

Context provision

Context-aware browser (CAB)
Context calculation
Perception across all relevant sensors

Feature
calculation
Sensor 1

Feature
calculation
Sensor 2

...

Feature
calculation
Sensor n

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

...

Sensor n

FIGURE 4: A reference architecture for context-aware computing systems.

a

According to Coppola et al.27 CAB does the following with
varying contexts. On a typical day a user wakes up at say
06:00; this context (of waking up) causes his mobile phone
to download and execute wake-up content, through which
the user can manage the dwelling’s lighting, television and
stereo, heater, and so on. As the user has breakfast, CAB
provides more functionality to support the user’s daily
routine; depending on the user’s preferences it presents
web content that includes the news of the day and weather
forecast (see Figure 5a).

b

c

FIGURE 5: CAB interface showing generic content for different contexts: (a) as the user has breakfast, CAB presents the day’s news and weather; (b) on the way to work,
CAB downloads and presents information about the route; (c) on the highway CAB informs the user of an upcoming rest stop and services available.
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Next the user enters her car to drive to work. CAB detects
the new information from the external environment (e.g. the
presence of the Bluetooth installed in the car) and downloads
new specific web content that provides information about the
car and lets the user personalise and adjust the car’s settings.
The user drives along a highway. When she nears a tollbooth
CAB determines the new context and retrieves the relevant
web content (Figure 5b), providing information about the
specific highway route. As the user drives, CAB detects
the presence of a highway stop (in this case a rest stop with
fuel and food services) and retrieves web content informing
the user of the estimated distance to the stop and services
available (Figure 5c).

Context-based workplace awareness
In a hospital environment with many activities of varying
importance and urgency and personnel with diverse skills
and responsibilities that need coordination, Bardram and
Hansen26 developed a context-based workplace awareness
system to effectively achieve this objective. Their AWARE
architecture has both AwarePhone and AwareMedia. The
AwarePhone is an application that runs on a smart phone,
which can display a contact list for a user and support
simple text messaging. The working context for each user is
displayed on the contact list, enabling the user to maintain
awareness of the context of a colleague before initiating a call.
The AwarePhone is integrated with telephone functionality
on the phone as well as the messaging system in the AWARE
architecture.
Figure 6 shows how users are displayed in a contact list on
the AwarePhone. This phone belongs to ‘Anette Row’ and
she can see the social context of her contacts. For example,
in Figure 6 the surgeon ‘Jens Ole Storm’ has a status labelled
‘opr’( i.e. operating); he is scheduled to perform an operation
called ‘Ucementeret Hofte’ (a hip replacement operation),
and is located in ‘OR4’, for example operating room 4. It
would therefore be unwise to try and call him right now.

Review Article

The AwareMedia system is designed as a large, publicly
accessible interactive surface that allows clinicians to
maintain a shared, temporal, spatial, peripheral awareness
of the progress of work in an operating room or suite.
Resembling the whiteboards used pervasively in hospitals,
AwareMedia supports publicly available interactive displays
mounted on walls in relevant places like the coordination
centre and operating room.

ConaMSN: A context-aware messenger
Hong, Yang and Cho28 created a context-aware messenger
(ConaMSN), a system that could recognise various users’
contexts, such as level of stress, type of emotion and activity,
based on information collected from wearable sensors, and
share the context through a messenger application. From a
user’s physiological information and movement collected
using an armband and accelerometers, ConaMSN infers
various contexts with modular dynamic Bayesian networks,
and visualises them with a set of icons.
By exchanging contextual information of users, ConaMSN
lets them know their friends’ situation and improves
electronic communication. For example, users can give
words of encouragement to friends who are feeling gloomy,
and be told when to expect a slow response since a friend is
involved in some activity.

InCarMusic: Context-aware music
recommendations
Context-aware recommender systems (CARS) have been
gaining more attention, and various techniques have been
introduced to improve their performance.29 InCarMusic
is a mobile application (Android) that oﬀers music
recommendations to car passengers after they have entered
ratings for items using a web application. If the user did not
previously enter any ratings, then the recommendations
are adapted solely to the contextual situation and not to the
user’s long-term preferences.

HEP: Context-aware communication service
provision
Information and communication technology advancements
in professional environments have enhanced communication
between coworkers, although adding a certain amount of
stress as they lose control over the way they can be reached
and when. Also, the diversity of the communication tools
used (e.g. email, instant messaging, video conferencing)
amplifies the amount of notifications or interruptions. This
may cause degradation of worker performance in his current
activity or influence choice of future activities.30
To mitigate the workers’ performance degradation,
Chihani et al.15 developed HEP, a context-aware system
for recommending communication means for enterprise
employees. The system publishes real-time information
describing their status, as illustrated in Figure 7, emotions,
activities and workload. The published information is the

FIGURE 6: Users listed on the AwarePhone.
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result of processing diverse input streams concerning usage
of communication services (phone, instant messaging, email,
calendar).
		
A status corresponds to level of availability of a user on a
given communication service (e.g. email, instant messaging,
phone). Such information is used by the caller to decide
if he can interrupt the callee, and if it is better to use a
communication service (e.g. email) than another service (e.g.
phone) in order to reach them. For instance, say Alice wants
to call Bob on an urgent matter. Bob is on a conference call,
but is still reading his emails and answering them. With HEP
Alice will see that Bob is busy on the phone but available
by email. She thus decides to send him an email instead of
calling him, although her need is urgent.

Adaptive and context-aware user interfaces
Context-aware user interfaces are a special case of contextaware functions. A very simple example of a context-aware
user interface is the backlight of a device that is switched on
when the environment is dark. Further examples are audio
profiles that suit a particular situation or screen layouts
optimised for a given context. On a mobile device the input
modalities may be dependent on the context (e.g. in a car a
mobile device may use a simple menu with a large font that
can be activated by simple voice commands, but the same
device may present a more complex user interface when used
during a meeting, as seen on the iPad’s differing orientations,
shown in Figure 8).

Conference Assistant
The Conference Assistant examines the conference schedule,
topics of presentations, user’s location and research interests
to suggest which presentations to attend. Whenever the
user enters a presentation room, Conference Assistant
automatically displays the name of the presenter, title of

Very available

Available

Busy

Do not disturb

FIGURE 7: HEP statuses.
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the presentation and other related information. Available
audio and video equipment automatically record the slides
of the current presentation, comments and questions for later
retrieval.

Office Assistant
This is an agent-based application that interacts with visitors
at the office door and manages the office holder’s schedule.
The assistant is activated when a visitor approaches, detected
by pressure-sensitive mats placed on both sides of the office
door. It adapts its behaviour to contextual information such
as identity of the visitor, office owner’s schedule status and
the owner’s willingness to see the visitor.31
Other context-aware applications surveyed by Chen and
Kotz1 include Teleporting, a tool to dynamically map the user
interface onto the resources of the surrounding computer and
communication facilities; Shopping Assistant, an application
designed to guide shoppers through a store, provide details
of items, help locate items, point out items on sale, and do
a comparative price analysis; and adaptive global systems
for mobile phone and personal digital assistants, where
profiles of the mobile phone are selected automatically based
on recognised context. The phone chooses to ring, vibrate,
adjust ring volume or keep silent, depending on whether the
phone is in hand, on a table, in a suitcase, or outside. Another
application is Location-aware Information Delivery, where
each reminder message is created with a location; when the
intended recipient arrives at that location the message is
delivered via voice synthesis without requiring the user to
hold the device and read it on screen.32

Security and privacy issues
It is important to address security and privacy issues in
context-aware mobile computing. There are two key security
concerns with context-aware systems:33 firstly, ensuring
privacy of location and identity information, and secondly,
ensuring secure communications. Authenticating location
information is difficult because common sensor systems
typically rely on technologies such as active badges that
can be removed from the mobile objects they represent. In
addition to securing the content of communication, origin
and destination of content should also be protected.
However, few existing context-sensitive systems provide
satisfactory security solutions, whilst others choose to
ignore security and privacy concerns altogether. Optimal
privacy guarantees are in general difficult and expensive
to provide.33 However, users should be able to have control
over their contextual information and who may access to it.
Thus system architectures need to provide user-controllable
trade-offs between privacy guarantees and functionality. Yet
it is difficult to be specific about what context information
should be visible to who, and when.
Baldauf and colleagues2 introduced the concept of context
ownership. Users are assigned to sensed context data as
their respective owners, and allowed to control other users’

FIGURE 8: An iPad switching orientation of the screen.
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access to it. New components involved in this access control
are mediated widgets, owner permissions, base objects and
authenticators. The mediated widget is an extension of a
basic widget which contains a so-called widget developer
specifying who owns the data being sensed. Ultimately
the problem is that whilst any technology is rarely in itself
inherently bad, it can be used for good or bad purposes.34

Future directions
With devices enabling us to monitor users in more detail,
context awareness will be included in consumer devices
to an ever-increasing degree. Imagine if technologies like
cameras and the Kinect (a motion-sensing input device
by Microsoft for the Xbox 360 video game console) were
included in appliances, devices and your office and home
environment. Recognising where people are and what they
do will enable designers to create attentive applications that
look at what you do and react appropriately. The shower will
recognise which member of your family is going to use it (e.g.
based on body profile) and preselect that person’s favourite
temperature.
Designers may explore how appliances can be operated with
minimal interaction; potentially just ‘being there’ is enough
to work with your environment. Here a central challenge is
to provide ways in the user interface to correct wrong choices
made by the system, so that the user feels in control.
According to Bulling and colleagues35 a rich source of
information on context that has not been used yet is the
movement of the eye. The dynamics of eye movements as we
engage in specific activities reveal much about these activities
(e.g. reading). Similarly, specific environments or locations
influence our eye movements (e.g. driving a car). Finally, eye
movements are strongly related to the cognitive processes
of visual perception, such as attention, visual memory or
learning. In addition to physical activity or location, eye
movement analysis could help us infer these processes in
real-world settings. Eventually this might let us extend the
current notion of context with a cognitive dimension, leading
to cognition-aware systems that enable novel types of user
interaction not possible today.
There is a need to extend Kiefer, Straub and Raubal’s36
discussions on impact of location as context in mobile
eye-tracking studies that extend to large-scale spaces, as
compared to the static eye tracking and variable contexts that
characterise natural vision.37
It is exciting to think about how rich sensing and
communication will change the way we live. Together with
Kristian Kersting and Marc Langheinrich, Schmidt wrote an
article entitled ‘Perception beyond the here and now’38 which
discusses how sensor-equipped computing devices are
overcoming longstanding temporal and spatial boundaries
to human perception.
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Conclusion
This paper surveys seminal literature to better understand
context awareness in mobile computing. It explores and
discusses how context is represented, classified and applied,
and also discusses design principles with regard to contextawareness models. It also examines existing context-aware
systems and frameworks supporting development of
context-aware applications, and security and privacy issues
with future developments in the research area.
Major milestones have been achieved in the understanding,
categorisation and development of context-aware systems.
It can be concluded that context awareness is a key factor
in development of new applications for ubiquitous mobile
computing. A prevailing concern, however, is the issue of
security and privacy.
Some of the major issues that stand out from this review are
the representation, categorisation and acquisition of context
information. Different researchers have approached these
issues from individual perspectives in proposing frameworks
to describe and handle context. Standardised protocols and
formats are important for development of context-aware
systems, including unified communication and security
protocols.
In conclusion, considering all the issues and aspects of
context awareness highlighted here, more understanding
of requirements in design and development of contextaware applications is necessary. Our research investigates
application of context awareness in modelling of virtual
enterprises.
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